
PLANET KRANG 2308 #CRISP 

 

 

Have you ever heard of the planet Krang 2308 #CRISP? Well, here’s your 

chance to become an expert on a magnificent planet you’ve only just heard of. 

If you want to learn more, read on. 

Krang 2308 #CRISP is located in the TR1L3 galaxy – 50,000 light years away from the Milky 

Way. Krang 2308 #CRISP (or CRISP for short) orbits a supernova called KDB17. KDB17 is 

the largest planet in the universe. In fact, CRISP is only 100 miles away from the 

supernova. 

 

Appearance and terrain 

 
On the North West of the planet, there is an acid storm as large as Jupiter. Anything that 

touches it disintegrates instantly. There are massive cracks from earthquakes (or as they 

say Krangquakes) in the North and South of the planet and are now filled with viscus larva. 

Larvor – the largest volcano in the universe – has basically made its personal island by 

erupting. The pit around Larvor is all snowflake obsidian. On the other side of the planet, 

there lies a 50 mile deep tunnel, which leads to the inner core. In diameter, CRISP is 

approximately 50 million km. From space, CRISP looks green, red and black. Krang 2308 

#CRISP is guarded by meteors and asteroids. Around the thick atmosphere, there is a 

massive lava ring. 

 

Climate and atmosphere 
 

Because Krang 2308 #CRISP is 100 miles away from KDB17, its temperature is a blazing 

hot 4000 degrees Celsius. There is a monsoon on Krang 2308 #CRISP: acid rain. It takes 

place once on an event called ‘Kro’. The rain is continuous for 200 hours. The breeze 

temperature of the acid storm is -4040 degrees Celsius! So NASA’s best advice is to stay 

nowhere near it as it is highly dangerous. 

 

Life on the planet 

 
There are four species of life on the planet; they are: Krougs, Kocriz, Anarks and Zarbbs. 

First, Krougs. Purple, cream white and black – similar to Sebulba from Star Wars; but with 

illuminous green eyes. Now the Kocriz. Carnivorous pieces of slop. They are pale green and 

have a moto: “Karboul Canishawaong to gallavarrrent.” (Translation: “Just because we are 

pieces of slop doesn’t mean we are squishes”). Anarks are weird creatures which are hairy 

bees mixed with mutated piranhas. They have serrated teeth that will rip through anything. 

Zarbbs=creepy. They actually look like headless zebras. Their pattern looks like Zs.  

 

Interesting facts 

 

Found in 1846 by Professor J.L Bottombury. 

Krang 2308 #CRISP is being melted like Wasp 12b 

Krang 2308 #CRISP’s giant black hole will be going all the way through the planet. 



 

 

I hope you’ve enjoyed learning about this fascinating planet! 
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